44  PROCEDURE IN THE EARLY STAGE
Besides this, he will always be ready to sacrifice the
order or completeness of his lesson to the exigencies of
the moment, to spend, for example, more time than
usual on some feature of pronunciation which happens
to present unusual" difficulty or requires a variety of
devices for overcoming it. In that case his lesson will
not reach its end at all—within the period. -So long as
he observes connection and proportion, adaptations,
-abbreviations, abridgments or prolongations of proce-
dure must be normally expected of every intelligent
teacher.
A Simple Procedure
In the opening lesson of the course, then, there are
two essential elements—pronunciation or phonetic practice^
^ind practice in speaking. A typical lesson will make
room for both, and might include steps like the
•following:—
(a)	Drill in one or two difficult isolated sounds,  the
teacher first uttering  the sound, in contrast with the
nearest vernacular equivalent, then selecting one or two
pupils separately, and then groups, and then the whole
*class»    The letter or letters symbolizing the .sound may
be printed on the blackboard.    It should be explained
that in English the same sound does not invariably go
•with the same letter.
A word or two with meanings^ embodying the sound,
may be taught and orally repeated with ,a view to
-memorizing it.	' -
(b)	Sentence practice should be preceded by a short
-explanation in the vernacular of'what is intended.    One
or two .objects in the room in, any very ordinary sentence
context (£ This is ' or * I see ') may serve the purpose.
The word being explained, probably * directly \ should
be drilled in ijbs. sentence till the sentence? is' known. A
«juesjtion< should be, taught (e,g., * What is—?!, ^Whatcdo
I see ? *); and the answer. Variety will be given to
the lesson by making teacher and pupil alternately
•questioner andan&werer.	.,...,
The understanding of the sentences-may hec'tested by
*eallimg.for vernacular,equivalents,.:' *;••:• \&'r: : ;
The   lesson should include qrc, lor / two   sentences

